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2015 WL 4997571 (Or.Cir.) (Trial Motion, Memorandum and Affidavit)
Circuit Court of Oregon.

Multnomah County

Lester RALL, an Oregon resident, Plaintiff,
v.

Ziad ABUJAMOUS, aka Ziad Abou Jamous, aka Ziad Abujamons, an Oregon resident, Defendant.

No. 14CV0698.
April 9, 2015.

Oral Argument Requested

Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment On Plaintiff's First
and Third Claims for Relief and Memorandum of Points and Authorities

Corey Tolliver, OSB No. 075500, Folawn Alterman & Richardson LLP, corey @farlawfirm.com, Will Patterson, OSB No.
084385, Will@FARIawfirm.com, Trial Attorney: Corey Tolliver, OSB No. 075500, for plaintiffs.

UTCR 5.050 STATEMENT

Plaintiff Lester Rail (“plaintiff” or “Lester”) requests oral argument on this Motion and estimates that thirty (30) minutes will
suffice. Lester does not request official court reporting services.

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Pursuant to ORCP 47, Lester moves the Court for an order granting partial summary judgment in his favor on Lester's First Claim
for Relief (Elder Abuse/Abuse of a Vulnerable Person ORS 124.110) and Third Claim for Relief (Money Had and Received).

2 There is no genuine issue as to any material fact as to liability and causation on Lester's 3 First and Third Claims for Relief
and Lester is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Further, 4 the record before the Court establishes that there is no genuine
issue of material fact that Lester's 5 economic damages are a minimum of $15,400.

In support of this Motion, Lester relies on the Court's official file and records, the Affidavit of Lester Rail in Support of Plaintiff's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, the Declaration of Will Patterson in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment, and Lester's Memorandum of Points and Authorities herein.

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. Factual Background

This action is a classic case of an unscrupulous defendant taking advantage of an elderly plaintiff and concerns precisely
the kind of conduct that Oregon's Civil Action for Abuse of Vulnerable Person statutes were designed to prevent (ORS
124.100-124.140). The defendant convinced an elderly plaintiff to loan him money based on false representations and deceit,
and has refused, despite repeated requests, to return the loaned funds.
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Lester met Defendant Ziad Abujamous (“Abujamous” or “defendant”) in September of 2010. (Affidavit of Lester Rail (“Aff.
of Rail”), ¶4). At the time, Lester was over the age of 65, and Abujamous was a used car salesman. (Aff. of Rail, ¶3-4). Lester
purchased a used vehicle from Abujamous, and the two became friends. (Aff. of Rall, ¶4). Over the next several months,
Abujamous approached Lester and requested a series of increasingly large loans. (Aff. of Rall, ¶4).

The initial small loans were paid back in full. (Aff. of Rail, ¶4). Then, in late October, Abujamous requested and Lester provided
two loans in the total amount of $14,300. (Aff. of Rail, ¶5-6, Exs. A-B). The first loan totaled $8,800 and required Abujamous
to pay Lester $400 per month until the loan was fully repaid (“$8,800 Loan”). (Aff. of Rail, 1¶5, Ex. A), The second loan totaled
$5,500 and required Abujamous to repay $5,750 on November 30, 2010 $5,500 Loan”). (Aff, of Rail,¶16, Ex. B). Abujamous
falsely informed Lester that these funds would be used to lease a used car lot and to pay off taxes and other expenses related to
Abujamous' car business. (Aff. of Rail, ¶7; Declaration of Will Patterson (“Decl. of Patterson”), ¶2, Ex. A, 11:1-23; 12:10-13:5).

Instead, Abujamous used these funds for personal expenses. (Decl. of Patterson,¶12, Ex. A, 11:1-23; 12:10-13:5). 1

From February 2011 through August 2011, Abujamous requested and obtained additional loans from Rail. (Aff. of Rail, ¶8,
11). Abujamous deceived Rail into giving him these funds on an oral promise that Abujamous would pay Rail $700 per month
until the loans were repaid. (Aff. of Rail, ¶8). Abujamous also made a series of outlandish and false claims to persuade Lester
that Abujamous was financially stable, could afford to repay these loans, and to delay Lester's efforts to retrieve his money.1
Unfortunately, the elderly plaintiff took Abujamous at his word.

By August 1, 2011, Abujamous owed Lester a total of $30,600 and had agreed to pay Lester $700 per month until this sum
was repaid. (Aff, of Rail, ¶18-9, Ex. C). On or around August 1, 2011, Lester witnessed Abujamous personally subscribe a note
admitting that Abujamous owed Lester $30,600 and stating that Abujamous would repay Lester by August 20, 2011 ($30,600
Note”). (Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex, C). The $30,600 is handwritten in blue ink on lined notebook paper. (Decl. of Patterson, ¶4).
Without any evidence or explanation, Abujamous denies that his signature on the $3*0,600 Note is authentic,

The jury will hear that in recognition of the $30,600 Note, from August 2011 to September 2012, Abujamous made several
monthly payments to Lester totaling $3,200, representing payments of monthly charges on the principal amount of $30,600.
(Aff. of Rail, ¶10). These payments stopped in September 2012, and from September 2012 through November 2013, Lester
repeatedly asked Abujamous to repay the loan funds in full, including all unpaid monthly charges. (Aff. of Rail, ¶11), In
November of 2013, Abujamous made a last payment Of $100, and since that date has made no effort to repay the outstanding
principal or the monthly charges. (Aff. of Rail, ¶10).

On June 13, 2014 Lester brought this action against Abujamous for Statutory Elder Abuse (ORS 124.100-124.140), Breach
of Contract, and Money Had and Received, asserting that Abujamous owes Lester a total of $50,200, representing $30,600 in
unpaid principle and $19,200 in unpaid monthly payments.

Lester recognizes that this case presents some triable issues for the jury, including whether the parties had an oral contract
requiring Abujamous to pay Lester $700 per month from August 1, 2011 onward, and whether Abujamous paid Lester $8,800

and $400 per month through December 31, 2012. 2  However, there is no genuine issue of material fact as to the key question
in this case: Is the $30,600 Note authentic? Once the Court determines that there can be no genuine dispute about this fact,
it becomes evident that Lester is entitled to judgment as a matter of law in favor of his Statutory Elder Abuse claim and his
Money Had and Received claim. It also becomes evident that Lester is entitled to judgment as a matter of law that he has
suffered a minimum of $15,400 in economic damages.

Lester moves the Court for a ruling that the $30,600 Note is authentic as a matter of law, that his economic damages are a
minimum of $15,400, and that he is entitled to relief on his First and Third claims. This ruling will greatly assist the parties
in resolving this dispute.
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II. Standards

Plaintiff is entitled to summary judgment if “[t]he pleadings, depositions, affidavits, declarations and admissions on file show
that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to prevail as a matter of law.” ORCP
47 C. A material fact is “[o]ne that under applicable law, might affect the outcome of a case.” Zygar v. Johnson, 169 Or App
638, 646, 10 P3d 326 (2000).

In Jones v. General Motors Corp., 325 Or 404, 413-15, 939 P2d 608 (1997), the Oregon Supreme Court held that 1995
amendments to ORCP 47 C codified the standard for summary judgment set forth in Seeborg v. General Motors Corp., 284 Or
695, 588 P2d 1100 (1978). A court may enter summary judgment due to the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact
for trial if the record fails to demonstrate sufficient evidence to entitle a party to a jury determination. Jones, 325 Or at 414,

“A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine
issue as to the amount of damages.” ORCP 47 C.

III. Argument

There is no question of material fact that the $30,600 Note is authentic and that Abujamous owed Lester $30,600 as of August
1, 2011. There is also no question of material fact that Abujamous still owes a minimum of $15,400 on that $30,600 debt.
Accordingly, the Court should grant partial summary judgment in favor of Lester and rule that Lester's damages are at least
$15,400 as a matter of law.

There is also no evidence to contradict liability and causation on Lester's claim for Statutory Elder Abuse. Nor is there any
evidence to contradict liability and causation on Lester's claim for Money Had and Received. Accordingly, the Court should
grant summary judgment in Lester's favor as to liability and causation for his First and Third claims for relief.

A. The $30,600 Note is authentic as a matter of law.

On or around August 1, 2011, Abujamous subscribed the $30,600 Note stating that “As of Aug 1, 2011, I owe [Lester] $30,600.
I will pay [Lester] on Aug 20, 2011.” (Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex. C). Lester personally witnessed Abujamous' signature of the
$30,600 Note. (Aff. of Rail, ¶9). This testimony alone is sufficient to authenticate the $30,600 Note. OEC 901(2)(a) (allowing
authentication through “Testimony by a witness with knowledge that a matter is what it is claimed to be.”).

Additionally, a comparison of Abujamous' signature on the $30,600 Note with his signatures on unquestioned documents reveals
that it is authentic. OEC 901(2)(c) (allowing authentication by “Comparison by the trier of fact or by expert witnesses with
specimens which have been authenticated.”). Abujamous' notarized signature on the $8,800 Loan document. his signature on his
Answer in this action, and his signature on a December 24, 2014 letter to Lester's counsel enclosing his Answer are substantially

similar to the signature on the $30,600 Note. 3  (Compare Answer, p. 1, Aff. of Rail, ¶6, Ex. A, Aff. of Rail, ¶6, Ex. B, Decl. of
Patterson, ¶, Ex. B, and Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex. C; see also Decl. of Patterson, ¶5, Ex, D). Any dissimilarities in these signatures are
explained by Abujamous himself: “I believe sometimes if I didn't have my glasses [my signature would be different.]” (Decl.
of Patterson, ¶2, Ex. A, 6:12- 16).

The $30,600 Note is genuine, and there is no genuine issue of material fact as to its validity. Accordingly, there is no
genuine issue of material fact regarding Lester's allegation that Abujamous owed Lester $30,600 as of August 1, 2011 and that
Abujamous agreed to repay on August 20, 2011.
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B. There is no genuine issue of material fact that Abujamous owes Lester a minimum of $15,400.

Mr. Abujamous claims under oath that he repaid Lester $8,800 plus $400 per month from October 21, 2010 through “back in
2012.” (Decl. of Patterson, ¶2, Ex. A, 4:14-18). Lester denies this claim but recognizes that it may present a genuine issue of
material fact regarding whether this payment was received. (Aff. of Rail, ¶12). However, Mr. Abujamous also claims under oath
that he never paid Lester Rail more than $8,800 plus $400 per month from October 21, 2010 through “back in 2012.” (Decl. of
Patterson, ¶2,Ex, A, 4:19-5:6). Thus, Abujamous admits that he has not repaid Lester the full amount stated in the $30,600 Note.

As of August 1, 2011, Abujamous owed Lester $30,600. (Aff. of Rall, ¶9, Ex. C). At most, Abumaamous paid Lester $15,200.
Therefore, even in the light most favorable to Abujamous there can be no question that Abujamous now owes Lester a minimum

of $15,400. 4  Accordingly, Lester asks the Court to grant partial summary judgment establishing that Lester's economic damages
are a minimum of $15,400.

C. There is no genuine issue of material fact regarding Lester's first claim for relief for financial elder abuse.

In his first claim for relief, Lester alleges that Abujamous committed statutory elder abuse. Oregon has codified civil liability for
individuals if they financially abuse vulnerable victims, ORS 124.100(2) ORS 124.110 defines two relevant types of financial
abuse, each distinct, ORS 124.110(1)(a) provides that a defendant commits financial abuse when he wrongfully takes the
money of a vulnerable plaintiff. ORS 124.110(1)(b) provides that a defendant commits financial abuse when (1) the defendant,
without good cause, fails to return a vulnerable plaintiff's money when requested to do so by the plaintiff; (2) the defendant
acquired the plaintiff's money through defendant's own actions; and (3) the defendant acts in bad faith and knew or should have
known that the plaintiff had a right to have the money returned.

1. Lester is and was a vulnerable person under ORS 124.100.

ORS 124,100 protects persons over the age of 65 from financial and physical abuse. ORS 124.100(1)(e)(A) (“Vulnerable person
means. An elderly person,”); ORS 124.100(1)(a) (“Elderly person means a person 65 years of age or older”). Lester is currently
74 years old, and was over the age of 65 at the time that he first met Abujamous, (Aff. of Rail, 1¶¶3-4, 14, Ex. D). Therefore,
there is no genuine issue of material fact regarding Lester's age at the time that Abujamous convinced Lester to loan Abujamous
substantial sums of money, and Lester qualifies as a vulnerable person under ORS 124.100.

2. Abujamous financially abused Lester as defined in ORS 124.110(1)(a).

A defendant commits financial abuse under ORS 124.110(1)(a) when (1) he takes or appropriates (2) money or property (3) that
belongs to an elderly or incapacitated person, and (4) the taking is wrongful. Church v. Woods, 190 Or App 112, 117 (2003);
ORS 124,110(1)(a). “Take” means “to transfer into one's own keeping [or to] enter into or arrange for possession, ownership,
or use of.” Church, 190 Or App at 117. A taking is wrongful if “it is carried out in pursuit of an improper motive or by improper
means.” Id. at 118. “Improper means” includes deceit and misrepresentation. Id.

The $30,600 Note demonstrates that Abujamous arranged for possession, ownership, or use of Lester's funds. (Aff. of Rail,
¶5-9, Ex. C). Further, Abujamous admits that he prepared the loan agreement for the $8,800 Loan. (Decl. of Patterson, ¶2, Ex.
A, 14:1-8). Thus, there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether there was a “taking” under ORS 124.110(1)(a). Further,
as discussed above, there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether the money belonged to a vulnerable person.

Abujamous' taking of Lester's property was wrongful because Lester made the loans in reliance on Abujamous' false
representations that Abujamous intended to invest the funds into a car business. (Aff. of Rail, 1¶7, 11). Abujamous admits that
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the purpose of the initial loans was for business expenses and that he used the loans for personal expenses, Answer, p. 1; (Decl.
of Patterson, 12, Ex, A, 11:1-23; 12:10-13:5),

Thus, ‘there is no genuine issue of fact to dispute that Abujamous wrongfully took funds from Lester while Lester was a
vulnerable person. Thus, Abujamous financially abused Lester under ORS 124.110(1)(a).

3. Abujamous financially abused Lester as defined in ORS 124.110(1)(b).

A defendant commits financial abuse under ORS 124.110(1)(b) when 1) the defendant holds or controls the money or property
of a vulnerable person, 2) the vulnerable person requests that the defendant return the money or property, 3) the defendant
acquired control of the money or property through his own actions, 4) the defendant refuses to return the money or property
without good cause, and 5) the defendant acts in bad faith or knew or should have known of the vulnerable person's right to
the money or property. ORS 124.110(b),

There is no genuine issue of material fact as to any element of financial abuse under ORS 124.110(1)(a). The $30,600 Note
conclusively demonstrates that Abujamous held or controlled Lester's money. (Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex. C). Lester repeatedly
requested that Abujamous return the funds. (Aff. of Rail, ¶10). As demonstrated above, Abujamous acquired these funds from
Lester.

Abujamous refused to return the funds, and there is no evidence to suggest that he acted with good cause. (Aff. of Rail, ¶12).
The $30,600 Note and the $8,800 Loan document conclusively demonstrate that Abujamous knew that Lester had only loaned
Abujamous the funds and that the funds would have to be returned. (Aff. of Rail, ¶¶5-6, 9, 10, Exs. A-C). Further, Abujamous
admits that he knows that loaned funds must be returned. (Decl. of Patterson, 112, Ex. A, 15:1-16:17). The $30,600 Note also
demonstrates that Abujamous knew that the principal was due and owing as of August 20, 2011. (Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex. C). Thus,
the evidence demonstrates that there is no genuine issue of material fact on the final element: Abujamous knew or should have
known that Lester had a right to have the money returned,

D. Alternatively, there is no genuine issue of material fact regarding plaintiff's third claim for relief for money had
and received.

Even if the Court finds that Lester's Elder Abuse Claim presents a genuine issue of material fact, summary judgment is
appropriate on Lester's quasi-contract claim (“Money Had and Received”). The elements of a quasi-contract are (1) the plaintiff
conferred a benefit to defendant, (2) the defendant was aware that he received the benefit, and (3) it would be unjust to allow
defendant to retain the benefit without requiring him to pay for it. Jaqua v. Nike, Inc., 125 Or App 294, 298 (1993). Injustice
exists where “(1) the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of payment, (2) the defendant should reasonably have expected to
pay, or (3) society's reasonable expectations of security of person and property would be defeated by non-payment.” Id. quoting
1 Corbin, Contracts §19A (Supp 1992) (emphasis added).

As demonstrated above, there is no question that Lester conferred a benefit to Abujamous of $30,600. (Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex.
C). Abujamous' signature on the $30,600 Note makes it clear that Abujamous was aware of this benefit. (Aff. of Rail,¶9, Ex.
C). No reasonable jury could find that it would be just for Abujamous to retain this benefit. Lester only made the loans on the
expectation that he would be repaid. (Aff. of Rail, ¶13). Additionally, Abujamous' signature on the $30,600 Note demonstrates
that Abujamous intended to repay by August 20, 2011 and therefore had a reasonable expectation that he would repay Lester,
(Aff. of Rail, ¶9, Ex. C). Further, defendant agrees that a lender has a reasonable expectation of repayment of a loan and a
borrower has a reasonable expectation to repay a loan. (Decl. of Patterson, ¶2, Ex. A, 15:1-16:17).

Lester suffered a minimum of $15,400 in economic damages as a result of Abujamous failure to pay for the benefit that Lester
conferred to Abujamous, If the Court finds there are genuine issues of material fact as to Lester's Statutory Elder Abuse Claim,

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000534&cite=ORSTS124.110&originatingDoc=I3d5482104a9111e5be1ff4cec5913d5d&refType=SP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_9f800000f2221
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000534&cite=ORSTS124.110&originatingDoc=I3d5482104a9111e5be1ff4cec5913d5d&refType=SP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_a20b0000590b0
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000534&cite=ORSTS124.110&originatingDoc=I3d5482104a9111e5be1ff4cec5913d5d&refType=SP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_a20b0000590b0
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it should grant summary judgment in Lester's favor on the Money Had and Received Claim in the amount of $15,400. If the
Court finds a genuine issue of material fact as to the amount of Lester's damages, Lester requests summary judgment on the
issue of liability and causation.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, Lester respectfully requests that the Court enter summary judgment in his favor on his first and third
claims for relief and rule that Lester is entitled to recovery of damages of $15,400 as a matter of law, subject to the rules of
ORS 124.100 et seq.

DATED this 9 th  day of April 2015.

FOLAWN ALTERMAN & RICHARDSON LLP

By

Corey Tolliver, OSB No. 075500

corey@FARlawfirm.com

Will Patterson, OSB No. 084385

will@FARlawfirm.com

Attorneys for plaintiffs

Trial Attorney: Corey Tolliver, OSB No. 075500

Footnotes
1 Including: (1)a car lot in Lebanon, (3) Abujamous would provide Rail with an old Rolls Royce as compensation for delayed repayment,

(4) that Abujamous mother had been shot while bringing Lester's money to the United States from Lebanon, and (5) that Abujamous

could not repay Rail until Abujamous' divorce was finalized because he had been hiding assets. (Aff. of Rail, ¶11).

2 Defendant claims to have paid Lester $8,800 “back in 2012” as well as $400 per month through the date of that payment. (Decl. of

Patterson, ¶2, Ex. A, 4:14-18). This is not true. (Aff. of Rail, ¶12). However, partial summary judgment is appropriate even assuming

it is true, and assuming that the payment was received on the last day of 2012.

3 There can be no question that Abujamous' notarized signature on the $8,800 Loan document is genuine. (Aff. of Rail, 15, Ex. A),

There can also be no serious question that Abujamous' signatures on his Answer and his letter to Leter's counsel are genuine. (Decl.

of Patterson, 13, Ex. B). However, when Abujamous was shown a copy of his signature on the Answer in this case, he denied it

was authentic. (Decl. of Patterson, ¶5; Decl. of Patterson, ¶2, Ex. A, 6:1-8:2). His failure to identify his signature on a pleading he

submitted in this lawsuit casts serious doubts on any claim he makes that the signature on the $30,600 Note does not appear to be his.

4 In the light most favorable to Abujamous: 1) Abujamous paid Lester $8,800 sometime after August 1, 2011; 2) Abujamous paid

Lester $400 per month from August 1, 2011 to December 31, 2012 (“back in 2012”); and 3) Abujamous never agreed to pay Lester

any interest on the $30,600 debt beyond the $400 per month. Payments of $400 per month from August 1, 2011 to December 31,

2012 total $6,400. Added to the $8,800 that Abujamous claims to have paid Lester, the maximum amount that Abujamous repaid

Lester after the $30,600 Note is $15,200.
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